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The power of music to enrich and enhance people’s lives is well documented. There are numerous examples of the positive impact of music education. The contexts in which people of all ages learn about music vary widely, yet each can provide the catalyst for engagement with music that can have both individual and more extensive benefits. Therefore, particularly at a time of financial constraints and global unrest, it is important that the contribution of education in the arts, such as music, is kept to the fore.

The aim of this special feature was to draw on research and practice that illustrated the effect of music education in specific contexts. The result is a range of articles that demonstrate the extent to which music can provide a catalyst for individual, group and wider social benefits. The articles also provide an opportunity to think about teaching and learning more generally.

The potential for music to enhance learning in other curriculum areas has been widely reported. Susan Hallam provides a convincing account of the contribution that music can make to developing aural perception and language skills in a variety of music education contexts with reference to a wealth of research. This is complemented by an article co-authored by Sylwia Holmes and Susan Hallam demonstrating the potential that music has for the development of mathematical skills.

The personal and social benefits of music are presented by Pauline Black, based on research into jazz improvisation in Scotland. Marc Sarazin discusses the notion of cohesion through interdependence, which underpins the purpose of a collective music programme in French primary schools. His findings suggest that the experience of collective music-making for young people can be mixed.

Community music-making is the focus for two articles. The first of these, by Debra Rodgers, discusses the role that community music can play in countering the stigma associated with mental health issues. Secondly, Andrea Gande and Silke Kruse-Weber present the Meet4Music initiative in Austria, the aim of which is to bring diverse groups, including migrants, together, leading to a suggestion for a conceptual framework for lifelong learning.

Two articles look at music in the context of ICT. Adam Hart discusses the development of composition software for primary school learners, while Carol Johnson considers the shift to teaching music online in higher education. Online technology is also one of the themes in the article by Helen Julia Minors and colleagues, which explores diverse creativities through consideration of five case studies conducted in different higher education establishments.
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The final article is about choral conducting. Naomi Cooper proposes a model of informal learning for those becoming choral conductors.

In spite of the diverse contexts, the common thread running through the contributions is a practical and academic interest in the value of learning music. We hope that you will find the content of this feature as interesting and thought-provoking as we did.
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